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Bonding insurance generated in the western countries. It was introduced into 
China for not very long. In this short time, bonding insurance showed its expansive 
market. But the conflicts also exist. Comparatively, the legal relationship of bonding 
insurance is complicated and the risk of the insurance company is high. There is much 
dispute on the nature of bonding insurance all the time. The dispute focuses on 
whether the contract of bonding insurance is a guarantee contract or an insurance 
contract. Our legal system of bonding insurance and its matching system fell behind 
the development of the practice. The academic and practical circles could not get into 
consistency. This thesis proceeds with the legal relationship. It analyses the nature of 
bonding insurance with the method of comparison and the problems in the judicial 
practice. At last, the author puts forward the legislative suggestions. Besides the 
introduction and conclusion, this thesis is divided into 4 chapters as follows: 
Chapter1 focuses on the general introduction of bonding insurance. In the first 
subchapter, this thesis introduces the reason why bonding insurance is created, and 
introduces the development of bonding insurance in foreign countries. In the second 
subchapter the disputing point of views on the definition of bonding insurance educes 
the author’s definition of bonding insurance contract, and the author introduces the 
features of bonding insurance contract. In the third subchapter, the author introduces 
the categories of bonding insurance in American, so as to enhance our bonding 
insurance.   
Chapter 2 deals with the legal nature of bonding insurance. This thesis lays 
strong emphasis on chapter 2. Subchapter 1 analyzes the aspects of subject, object and 
content of the bonding insurance contract. Subchapter 2 discusses that bonding 
insurance contract is an independent property insurance contract with special features. 
The third subchapter analyses between insurance and guarantee. The forth subchapter 
analyses on the differences between bonding insurance and guarantee. The fifth 
subchapter analyses between bonding insurance and credit insurance. Through all the 
above analysis, this thesis elaborates the legal nature of bonding insurance contract. 















insurance contract. This chapter discusses the problems in the judicial practice 
referring to the cause of case and the litigants, the problems in the application of law, 
the defence rights of the bonding insurance contract. Also, the author put forward the 
new way of solving problems above. 
The forth chapter discusses the perfection of the system of bonding insurance in 
china. The first subchapter introduces the current situation of bonding insurance in 
China. The second subchapter focuses on putting forwards the legal suggestions for 
improvement. 
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